Digital certification prep from Pearson VUE

Browse our collection of training, testing and procurement options

From introductory to expert level, Pearson VUE has the tools to help your students take the next step in their certification pathway. We work with the world’s most recognized learning providers to offer a multi-modal training and testing solution featuring eLearning materials, study guides, practice tests and certification vouchers that will help to increase your members’ exam pass rates and job performance.

Training materials

**Best for:**
- **Learning subject matter**
  - eLearning, such as online courseware and eBooks, helps your members learn the principles and terminology at their own pace in a setting that’s right for them. Online courseware is a self-study product featuring a variety of learning tools, including recorded presentations, examples, animations, worksheets and real lab environments to provide comprehensive training. eBooks provide framework and methodologies to increase subject matter proficiency.
  
  **Access eLearning content for:**
  - Amazon Web Services (AWS)
  - Cisco
  - CompTIA
  - ISACA
  - (ISC)²
  - Linux Professional Institute
  - Microsoft
  - Project Management Institute (PMI)

**Best for:**
- **Reinforcing and outlining knowledge**
  - Test preparation materials, such as study guides and flash cards, provide a road map for exam preparation by allowing candidates to organize, synthesize and summarize learned material to apply on the exam.

  **Access test preparation materials for:**
  - Cisco
  - CompTIA
  - EC-Council
  - (ISC)²
  - ITIL
  - Microsoft

**Best for:**
- **Assessing knowledge**

  - Practice tests give candidates confidence that they are ready to take and pass their certification exam. Each practice test is available in two different modalities: practice mode, which lets students work at their own pace and receive feedback for each question, and certification mode, which simulates the actual exam experience.

  **Access certification practice tests for:**
  - Cisco
  - CompTIA
  - Microsoft
  - Project Management Institute (PMI)
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Digital Learning Asset Management

**Best for: Getting certified**

When your unit is ready to take their exams, utilize bulk purchasing options for **certification vouchers** for:

- CertNexus
- Cisco
- CompTIA
- Exin
- (ISC)²
- Linux Professional Institute
- Microsoft
- NetApp
- Project Management Institute (PMI)
- VMware

**Best for: Purchasing and inventory management**

Are you looking to maximize your training and testing budget? With our **Learning Asset Management System**, you can conveniently assign, deliver and track usage of all your digital learning assets in real-time, including certification vouchers, instructor-led training resources, eBooks, online courseware and practice tests.

Contact us to discuss your training and testing needs:

(866) 377-9837  |  Christopher.Bloor@Pearson.com  |  Rodrigo.Rampazzo@Pearson.com
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